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Introduction
The last two years have proven challenging for countries across the globe, especially developing
economies. Emerging Markets (EM) are battling the lingering effects of COVID-19, a slowing China,
and increased global inflationary dynamics, while simultaneously trying to reignite their economies
with limited policy flexibility. Now, Russia has re-opened the 2014 Ukraine conflict, but this time
taking it even further with an assault on the country, bringing President Putin’s threats to reality after
years of warnings and conjecture. The current environment for EM is trying, and as a result we have
witnessed challenging performance. However, consistent with our recent views, we believe that
these cheaper valuations, disciplined policy makers, and investors searching for income and yield
will serve the asset class well going forward. As such, we are committed to navigate the current
environment carefully, but willing to take risk as opportunities present themselves.
Despite the small size of Ukraine’s economy in a global sense, the invasion of the country by
Russia has caused macro shocks well beyond its borders. In response to an unprovoked attack on
a democratically elected government within Europe, Europe and many of its allies have imposed
harsh and far-reaching sanctions. The predominantly economic measures taken by western
countries against Russia have been successful in causing financial strain on Russia’s economy
(the eleventh largest economy in the world in terms of GDP1) but also caused massive upheaval in
markets, global trade, and most importantly a massive shift in the geopolitical backdrop.
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Europe and the broader world have enjoyed a peace dividend since the end of the cold war, but this
singular event changes the existing status quo for many European countries. Their energy supplies,
willingness to spend significant amounts on military spending, as well as welcoming millions of
refugees from Ukraine are the initial struggles governments from Latvia to Italy are facing.
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Price Shocks
Initially in 2021 during the COVID-19 recovery
phase, EM were already experiencing
elevated inflation levels due to the pandemic
related supply and demand shocks. However,
we expected a peak sometime late in the
first half of 2022 as pressures began to abate
with inflation moderating and base effects
improving. Now that we are witnessing
extreme price shocks due to the geopolitical
backdrop, this timeline has been extended,
with the assumption that prices will be
stickier for longer. Our base case scenario is
that this war will continue in the near term
and sanctions will remain in place with the
geopolitical ripples to be felt for many months
and quarters into the future.
Russia is Europe’s fifth largest trading partner
for exports, and third largest for imports. Over
25% of Europe’s imported crude oil, along with
40% of the region’s natural gas comes from
Russia2. Restricting access to these resources
has placed significant pressure on supply
chains not just in Europe, but throughout the
globe as other countries try to adjust for the
shortfall in supply.
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Figure 2: Russian Merchandise Trade (% of total, 2020)
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Given that Russia is a large supplier of raw materials for many economies, the restrictions are
having a trickle-down effect to production. Russia is responsible for 4% of the global copper
supply, along with being the largest exporter of slab and billet supply as it relates to steel3. Russia
and Ukraine represent 20% of the total iron ore pellet market. Ukrainian commodities related
companies, have not been able to ship any materials since the start of the war due to the blockage
of shipment routes4. Additionally, Russia and Ukraine are significant exporters of wheat, barley, and
fertilizers, feeding into the rise in food prices.

Figure 3: Commodities Reaction
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Major shipping companies have been avoiding Ukrainian and Russian ports, and therefore the
longer this war extends, the deeper the bottlenecks in Europe and beyond will grow. Over half
of Russia’s exports go to Europe, US, Canada, and Ukraine markets. We could see those export
numbers reduced by about one third this year given the restrictions, not only putting pressure on
Russia’s economy but on supply chains across the globe.
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Inflation
The US 10-year Treasury yield broke through 2% for the first time since 2019 amid inflation
concerns. Since then, the Fed proceeded in line with expectations, hiking rates 25 basis points for
the first time since 2018. Additionally, markets are expecting up to an additional six hikes this year,
with the potential for a more aggressive 50 basis point hike at the coming meeting, and balance
sheet reduction in order to continue curbing this extended inflationary environment that the RussiaUkraine war has made all the more complicated. This environment will challenge the Fed in a
unique way—while prices continue going up, growth should be slowing and consumer confidence
weakening. Yet, the moderating demand element that we would expect to see in this situation has
yet to play out. One natural question we can ask ourselves is how much demand destruction needs
to take place to dampen the current inflationary environment? The Fed cannot resolve labor and
equipment shortages to help commodity producers. They cannot solve the uneven effects that
the imposed sanctions are causing on other countries that are reliant on Russian and Ukrainian
commodity imports. Their only tool at the moment is to tighten policy enough to dampen the
demand for many of these supply strangled goods.
Despite EM countries being proactive and raising rates last year to curb inflation, this new
unexpected inflation impulse, as a result of the war and extended supply chain disruptions, are
forcing some central banks to continue hiking further. The commodity shock that we are witnessing
strikes in a moment of already high inflation rates, rising interest rates, and economic deceleration.
This scenario makes it more difficult to gauge the impact on growth of a positive Terms of Trade
(for commodity exporters) on one side, and higher inflation/rates and possibly lower global growth
on the other.

Figure 4: Central Bank Rate Moves
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Food prices are soaring on the back of supply concerns, increased transportation costs, anticipated
fertilizer shortages, and weakened currencies. Therefore, despite the increase in prices benefiting
net exporters of these raw materials, the inflationary environment pressures growth potential,
especially for the poorest of countries. For many EM countries specifically, rising food prices cause
extreme concern given a very high amount of real disposable income is spent on food.

Winners and Losers
Net exporters have started to benefit from these sharp rises in commodity prices, while net
importers have begun to feel the burden, and will likely continue to feel the lingering effects even if
extreme prices recede. Brent hit a peak of $128/barrel on March 8th, after witnessing a low of $20/
barrel just two years prior5. High quality GCC countries such as Saudi Arabia and Qatar are set
to benefit from elevated energy prices, with their budget break-evens approximately $70/barrel.
Therefore, anything beyond that contributes to the region’s fiscal surplus. On the other hand,
Turkey and Egypt are likely to be some of the hardest hit countries, with their heavy reliance on
Russian and Ukrainian trade for food and energy.
Given these extreme moves in energy and food prices, some governments that are net importers
are looking for solutions. To avoid social unrest and/or political backlash, many countries may
resort to price freezes or subsidies, which will have negative fiscal impacts creating higher
financing needs for the governments and can exacerbate the inflationary problems.
The setback for these net importing countries is the current low availability of capital. The markets
are extremely volatile both in EM as well as Developed Markets currently. In order to get deals
done, countries are having to pay up to account for excess fear in the market, along with inflation
expectations leading to increased yields. Some countries took advantage of the low yields in 2021
and prefunded; however, some countries such as Turkey and Egypt with large fiscal deficits will
face challenges and might look to other sources of funding. Given these soaring prices and excess
pressure on net importing countries, Pakistan is finding itself needing to expand issuance from
initial projections but facing headwinds of an unfavorable market environment. With that said,
historical issuance trends on the light side during conditions such as these, and we are seeing a
similar situation playing out currently. Out of the $151bn of sovereign issuance projected for 2022,
investors have only witnessed $40bn of deals price6.

Figure 5: Top 10 Net Exporters by Commodity
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In Latin America, social and political pressure on fuel subsidies will mount everywhere if oil prices
remain at these high levels, which could offset the positive impact of higher commodity prices on
fiscal revenues. Chile has increased the size of its stabilization mechanism and Mexico has cut the
excise tax to zero and will give tax credits to contain the rise of fuel prices. Brazil has cut fuel taxes
for diesel and cooking gas and is discussing measures for gasoline, while Colombia has not been
passing higher oil prices to fuel prices, increasing the deficit at the stabilization fund and its debt
obligation with Ecopetrol. Argentina´s energy subsidies will likely rise, presenting a challenge to
meet fiscal targets agreed on with the IMF. In Asia, fuel subsidies will also weigh on fiscal burdens
in countries including Thailand, Philippines, and Malaysia. In Thailand, the oil/coal/gas trade deficit
represents approximately 4% of GDP on average, which represents one of the largest deficits in the
region, with energy being 12% of the CPI basket7.
The biggest impact to growth will be felt in
surrounding countries. The indefinite cutoff
of Russian tourists to countries including
Turkey and Egypt will hinder the progress that
has been made in the last few months to the
tourism industry, which had been hit hard during
COVID-19 and had still yet to fully recover. In
Turkey, Russians were 19% of 2021 tourist arrivals
and Ukrainians represented another 8%, with
these two countries helping revive tourism
within Turkey last year8. Russia, Ukraine, Poland,
and Belarus represent approximately 30% of
Sri Lanka’s tourism, and the current strained
tourism may weigh on growth potential9. In this
instance, given the ongoing strain that Sri Lanka
was facing prior to this, the rising energy and
food prices coupled with this strain on tourism
could push the country towards the IMF quicker,
or possibly to the route of default. Poland is
facing knock-on effects from a neighboring
war,, coupled with high oil prices as an importer,
which are dampening the country’s outlook.

Defaults
Does Russia’s lingering default open the door to other potential defaults? Other countries that
are closely linked to Russia, such as Belarus, will likely be forced into default. Separately, other
countries who are already on the brink of default, including Sri Lanka, may be pushed over the
edge given the higher commodity prices coupled with increased borrowing costs that make it
harder for vulnerable countries to finance debt costs.

ESG implications/changes
The ESG implications from this war range far and wide—which will be explored in depth
separately. For an asset class that has been making progress towards more ESG friendly actions
and issuance to please investors, this war is revealing just how far we still have to go. A notable
portion of the EM universe including China, Saudi Arabia, Russia, Kazakhstan, and Oman still
operates under autocracies. Therefore, the leaders are not elected by the population, and it is very
difficult to get these rulers removed once they are in office, regardless of their actions. We have
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seen this unfold in Russia, with this concern coming to the forefront for other countries with similar
structures. Additionally, investors are beginning to reconsider ESG restrictions around defense
companies, sparked by the Russia-Ukraine war. Restricting security and stability undermines
democracy and sustainability of nations.

Valuations
Throughout the pandemic, EM corporates remained resilient given their strong fundamentals.
Now, the geopolitical tensions have caused overall market weakness, especially throughout the
international markets, and EM corporates have been no exception to this sell-off. However, the
strain from the ongoing conflict is heavily focused at the sovereign level with the overall higher
financing needs that are now necessary. Commodity producing corporates throughout EM
countries are set to benefit from the current strong commodities environment, especially those
that are able to pass along some of the increasing expenses to consumers. Given this, we believe
that corporates are even more attractive now than they had been, with spreads on the CEMBI
Broad Diversified back to levels seen in July 2020, while balance sheets remain intact.

Figure 6: EM versus DM Spread Differentials
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EM local currencies have potential room to rally in this current environment. For any commodity
exporter, if demand remains strong, countries’ terms of trade will remain strong as well. We have
already seen local currencies of some of these strong commodity exporters such as South Africa
and Colombia outperform as countries ramp up production to meet these demands. Additionally,
EM rates have become even more enticing, as rates are shifting higher to adjust for elevated
inflation levels.
While we don’t see a quick resolution to the challenges facing EM markets today, we do recognize
that progress is being made to lessen the impact of pricing pressures, inflationary pressures, and
supply chain disruptions—and the conversation is constantly evolving. EM economies are likely
to feel the impact of each throughout the remainder of this year, and we will continue to evaluate
opportunities prudently and add to risk in a very measured way.
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